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INTRODUCTION


Welcome to Ortom8, where simplicity meets efficiency, 
and innovation is a way of life. At Ortom8, our mission is to 
revolutionise the way businesses handle their workloads
by delivering intelligent, innovative, and scalable 
automation solutions.


Our innovative solutions enable users to effortlessly schedule, manage, and monitor 
workflows, allowing businesses to focus on growth and success without disruption or 
distraction. We have developed products designed to simplify workload automation 
and offer centralised management, advanced security features, improved scalability, 
and sophisticated analytical tools.


Behind Ortom8’s solutions is a dedicated team of seasoned workload automation 
experts who understand the challenges and ambitions of their clients. We not only 
cater to present needs but also equip clients with the tools required for sustained 
success, optimising service delivery strategies for the future. We provide assistance 
when you need it and peace of mind when you don’t.


We work with companies across Europe and Asia, and with decades of experience, 
you are working with experts who take innovation to the next level and scale to 
match how your business evolves.
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WHAT ORTOM8 ASSURANCE PROVIDES


Single pane of glass to show your overall 
batch schedule operation. 


Summary dashboard bringing together 
views over  multiple Enterprise Managers 
and large Control M estates.


Insights on Failed Jobs, Licence Usage, Job 
Trends, and Customer, Supervisor Screen, 
Job Success and Failure Validation. 


Data for Automation API using the 
reporting interface. 


Flexible Reports for versatile analysis by 
Service, Location, batch schedule and 
more.


HOW ORTOM8 ASSURANCE ADDS VALUE


Timely Decisions: Real-time data allows 
quick and informed decision-making. 


Proactive Issue Resolution: Detect and 
address problems as they happen to 
prevent escalation. 


Operational Efficiency: Optimise processes 
and resources for cost savings and 
productivity. 


Early Warning System: Identify and 
mitigate risks. 


Compliance and Risk Management: Ensure 
adherence to regulations and manage risks.


Flexible Operation: Manage workload in 
multiple ways.


Ortom8 Assurance is a unique and customisable 
dashboard which provides a management overview 
of the BMC Control-M workload status within your 
organisation. Offering real-time detailed visibility of 
your workload schedule data, it provides the valuable 
insights you need to identify issues, make informed 
decisions and ensure stability of operations. 


ASSURANCE THROUGH VISIBILITY AND CONTROL


ORTOM8 ASSURANCE
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Licences: Customisable Licence limit and warning levels. 


Counts of Jobs by Status: All visible within the environment. 


Active Job Counts: Enterprise Manager, Service, Control-M Server, Application. 


Held Jobs: Time held and Status job breakdown. 


Historical Counts: Aggregated by customisable dates. 


Alerts: Notifications when tolerances or risk profiles are reached.


Flexible Operation: Manage workload in multiple ways. 


ORTOM8 ASSURANCE DASHBOARD CAN DISPLAY
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Ortom8 Workload Trends provides trending 
information on repeated job failures. This enables easy 
identification and tracking of jobs that consistently 
cause issues. This information feeds into a feature-
rich dashboard that can be customised to provide 
the visibility needed to reduce batch failures and 
downtime. By optimising support efforts, it helps save 
costs while ensuring stability.


No need to manually find job failures anymore! 


Single Dashboard: All your real-time job failure trends 
in one place enabling quick analysis and identification of 
problem areas.


Proactive Alerts: Receive immediate notifications when 
a job failure occurs, allowing you to take swift action and 
prevent repeat failures and downtime. 


Comprehensive Analysis: Dive deep into job failure data 
with detailed analytics and trending data, helping you 
pinpoint issues and improve efficiency. 


Enhanced Productivity: Reduce downtime and 
operational disruptions to ensure smooth business 
operations.


Batch Timing: Understand peak periods, batch growth 
and problem hotspots that can impact your online day.


WHAT WORKLOAD TRENDS PROVIDES HOW WORKLOAD TRENDS ADDS VALUE


Data-Driven Decision Making: Make informed decisions 
based on comprehensive insights into job failures, 
reducing the risk of costly errors. 


Efficient Issue Resolution: Quickly identify and address 
frequent job failures, minimising the impact on your 
operations.


Boost Security: Enhance security by proactively 
addressing job failures that may compromise sensitive 
information. 


Drive Growth with Efficiency: Control job failures and 
refine operations by leveraging real-time data, allowing 
you more time to focus growth.


PROVIDING THE VISION TO MAKE CHANGE


WORKLOAD TRENDS
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Ortom8 Licence Manager is a collection of tools to prevent 
Control-M licence overrun and its consequences. Building on the 
Ortom8 Assurance Dashboard it provides comprehensive data, 
a unique licence usage analysis, alerts for potential issues, and 
offers controlled prevention of any activities that might lead to 
licence overrun. It ensures ultimate protection, allowing confident 
monitoring and management of licence activity.


HOW LICENCE MANAGER ADDS VALUE


Prevent Overruns: Avoid expensive licence breaches and 
stay compliant. 


Real-time Insights: Instant visibility into licence usage 
for proactive decisions. 


Strategic Allocation: Optimise resource usage for 
maximum ROI. 


Data-Driven Decisions: Analyse usage trends to enhance 
distribution. 


Proactive Alerts: Receive timely notifications to avert 
overruns. 


WHAT LICENCE MANAGER PROVIDES 


Dashboard


Management information on Licence 
usage; Provides growth trends; Prevents 
system performance impact; Enables 


successful compliance reports. 


Licence Protector


Proactively improves job definition 
quality; identifies certain jobs that will 
cause licence overrun, manages active 


jobs on hold and ‘spawning’ jobs.


Overrun Prevention


Reactively / proactively halts batch 
schedules in a controlled way to 
prevent overrun. Automatically or 


manually implemented.


Suite of 3 tools:


UNLOCKING SMARTER LICENCE MANAGEMENT


LICENCE MANAGER
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Job Portal: Simple and easy to use GUI portal that 
removes the need for JSON, XML or Python scripting. 


Job Creation: Automatically creates the job. 


Job Definition: Within target test/development 
environment. 


Site Standards: Applies site standards and best practice 
to create job definition. 


Quick Import: Job definitions  imported in no time at all!


WHAT SCHEDULE CREATOR PROVIDES HOW SCHEDULE CREATOR ADDS VALUE


Ease of Use: A user-friendly GUI portal simplifies job 
definition creation, enabling anyone to automate tasks 
without coding knowledge. 


Error Reduction: Removing the coding aspect reduces 
the risk of human errors in job definitions leading to 
fewer mistakes and smoother operations. 


Increased Productivity: With a simple and intuitive 
interface, team members can quickly create and import 
job definitions and automate tasks. 


Cost savings & Efficiency: Rapid deployment and 
reduced errors lead to increased productivity and cost 
savings. 


Compliance: Allows standards and best practice to be 
applied.


Ortom8 Schedule Creator is a user-friendly GUI portal 
facilitating effortless job definition creation without 
the need for coding expertise. It automatically 
generates the job definition within the target test/
dev environment, adhering to site standards and best 
practices. It ensures consistency, compliance, and 
minimises error opportunities, simplifying tasks like 
importing new job definitions. 


INNOVATIVE JOB DEFINITION CREATION TOOL


SCHEDULE CREATOR
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Application Support
24x7 Management of the WLA / 
Control-M application. Perform 
systems maintenance and 
upgrades. Monitor the health 
of the environment and rectify 
issues.


Batch Management
Creation & scheduling of Job 
definitions. Frequent job 
failure identification. Testing 
of Jobs prior to going Live. 
Management of Licences. Use 
of new capability.


Batch Support
24x7 monitoring of batch 
schedules. Identifying failures 
and alerting customer 
application support. Taking 
remedial action as instructed 
to rectify batch failures. 
Automating batch jobs.


WHAT OUR MANAGED 
SERVICE PROVIDES


HOW OUR MANAGED SERVICE 
ADDS VALUE


Immediate Savings
Outside of your licence 
renewal, we can deliver 
in-year savings through the 
redirection of resources; 
infrastructure cost reduction; 
and leveraging new, enhanced 
automation capabilities 
without the need for training 
and development. 


Flexibility
A scalable solution, perfect for 
today’s agile business needs, 
leaving you the resources you 
need to focus on growth.


Expertise
We take our experience with 
big enterprises and make it 
accessible to businesses at 
every stage of growth.


Innovation
As Control-M Workload 
Automation specialists, we 
continuously integrate the 
latest innovations within our 
solution so that you  derive 
the maximum value from your 
investment. 


Maintenance & Optimisation
Ensures continuous software/ 
system maintenance, upgrades, 
resource optimisation, and 
improved capability. Ensuring 
compliance and reducing 
downtime.


Ortom8 Workload Automation Managed Service offers a tailored 
and comprehensive Managed Service for your BMC Control-M 
Workload Automation environment. Our fully managed, WLA 
solution can be configured quickly and effectively to improve your 
business processes.


MANAGED, MONITORED, MAINTAINED


ORTOM8 MANAGED SERVICE
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Multi-Cloud Integration: 
Offers end-to-end orchestration across different cloud 
environments. 


Unique Pricing:
Based on the number of Jobs/Tasks run per day so you 
only get charged for what you use. Affordable; subscription 
based pricing suitable for all size organisations.


BMC Control-M functionality: 
The platform includes all key functions such as MFT & MFTe, 
BIM & WCM. 


Embed in your Dev/Ops Toolchain: 
Using a Jobs-as-Code approach with REST APIs and JSON, 
within the CI/CD toolchain, workflows become versionable, 
testable and maintainable. 


Simplify and Scale Data Pipelines: 
Simplifies the creation, integration and automation of 
data pipelines across on-premise and cloud technologies, 
allowing you to ingest and process data from platforms 
including Hadoop, Spark, EMR, Snowflake, RedShift and 
others. 


WHAT ORTOM8 SAAS PLATFORM PROVIDES HOW ORTOM8 SAAS PLATFORM ADDS VALUE


Cost-Efficiency Redefined
Unlike traditional Workload Automation solutions 
you pay only for what you use. So you can align your 
expenses with your actual workload and business needs. 


Scalability on Demand: 
Seamlessly scale up or down as your business evolves, 
whilst adapting to market changes with greater agility. 


Unparalleled Visibility: 
Gain real-time insights into your business operations. 
Enables data-driven decisions to optimise performance 
and ROI. 


Enterprise-Grade Security: 
No customer data even leaves your site, so your critical 
data is secure, ensuring compliance with industry 
regulations effortlessly.


Ortom8 Workload Automation Platform service 
delivers Enterprise Level, scalable and adaptable 
capabilities to run your Automation Workloads without 
the need for you to purchase, run, manage and control 
expensive software. It replaces products such as from 
ASCI ActiveBatch, Broadcom Autosys, Dollar Universe, 
AppWorx, Automic, CA, IBM Tivoli, RunMyJobs, 
Redwood, Tidal.


SCALE SEAMLESSLY, SLASH COSTS


SaaS PLATFORM
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Batch Discovery: Rapid Batch Process Mapping; 
Dependency Mapping. 


Batch Performance: Time taken, Frequent over-run, 
most problematic jobs; dependency latency (waiting for 
dependencies). 


Batch Simulations: Scenario Model changes to batch to 
understand impact and optimisation potential. 


Batch transformation: Phased, iterative transformation 
of the target batch schedule.


WHAT AI WORKLOAD OPTIMISATION PROVIDES HOW AI WORKLOAD OPTIMISATION ADDS VALUE


Precision Planning: Optimise batch performance 
and shorten batch run window with AI-driven 
recommendations. 


Proactive Problem Solving: Detect issues in real-time 
and take immediate action. 


Data-Backed Decisions: Make informed choices that 
drive efficiency and cost savings. 


Compliance Peace of Mind: Stay in line with regulations 
effortlessly. 


Reduced Costs: Reduces both compute and licence 
costs.


The Ortom8 AI Workload Optimisation Service utilises AI Process 
Mining technology for comprehensive batch schedule analysis 
and optimisation. Incorporating extensive batch discovery, 
performance analysis, and change simulation, it offers a 
complete understanding of potential impacts and optimisation 
opportunities. This phased, iterative transformation assures 
optimal batch performance, leading to substantial savings in 
licence and compute costs.


OPTIMISING YOUR WORKLOAD THROUGH AI


AI WORKLOAD OPTIMISATION
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GET IN TOUCH
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